CAPITAL
ASSET

INVENTORY

Helping Community Leaders learn what’s under their feet

Pla nning Group

The recommendations outlined here are simplified for use by leaders
limited by time and funding. Engineering firms can provide in-depth
analysis of community asset conditions. Leaders should tailor their
investment in a capital asset inventory and subsequent capital asset
improvement plan to their community’s needs while accounting for
available finances and people.

INTRODUCTION

THE PROBLEM

Capital assets are a community’s built and high-cost
assets. Examples include roads, pipelines, sewage facilities,
buildings, parks, arenas, recreation facilities, sheds, and
vehicles. These assets require upkeep to maintain their value
to a community—none are free of costs, even when they
are ignored. Capital assets should be maintained to ensure
financial stability, limit emergencies, and enable long-term
strategic planning for cities, counties, and special service
districts.

Leaders across rural Utah expressed three similar struggles
regarding capital asset maintenance:

Unfortunately leaders often neglect these assets because
they are unaware of the asset’s condition or existence. A
community’s elected, appointed, and hired officials have an
obligation to identify and care for these community assets.

Distraction of “Fighting Fires”—Leaders spend their time
dealing with immediate problems and neglect the strategic
planning which could prevent problems from occurring.

Capital asset inventories provide community leaders with a
consolidated list of their capital assets, their condition, and
maintenance schedules.
This document intends to lay out a simple process that will
assist leaders in capital asset decision making. It discusses
why every community should have a capital asset inventory,
how to create the inventory, and advice to communities
that are beginning or updating their inventories.
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Lack of Knowledge—Leaders are unaware of their
community’s capital assets.
Reliance on Brain Trusts—Leaders rely heavily on
information from a specific person (typically a public
works employee) who knows about the community’s capital
assets.

These issues lead to poor investment in, and poor
management of, capital assets. Lack of knowledge causes
decisions to be made without key information, potentially
leading to unnecessary future costs (e.g., repairing a road
only to realize the underlying water line needs replacement
the following year). Similarly, issues arise when brain trusts
leave communities and take vital information with them.
Finally, when leaders only deal with immediate issues they
cannot prioritize their limited time and resources to longterm capital asset planning.

Part of The Solution: Capital asset inventories

When should this be done?

Leaders can confront problems that result from
insufficient information by proactively collecting missing
data. Otherwise, costly emergencies will dictate when
communities address problems. Getting ahead of problems
requires that community leaders:

Leaders should complete asset inventories before
making decisions on capital assets. Ideally, this
involves collecting information about all of a
community’s assets before allocating significant
funds to asset improvements or replacement. The
questionnaire below highlights some knowledge gaps
that may motivate a community to conduct or update
an inventory before engaging in capital asset decisions.

1. Institutionalize knowledge of existing capital assets and
their condition.
2. Create a system for prioritizing asset projects and
funding.

Do we need a Capital asset inventory?

Creating a capital asset inventory institutionalizes
knowledge by centralizing it for all users and ensures that
necessary information stays in the community regardless of
staff turnover.

QUESTION

Additionally, the data in a properly completed capital asset
inventory informs a capital improvement plan (CIP) for
community assets. The CIP lists and highlights capital
projects the community will consider within the next
3–5 years. Without the information from the capital asset
inventory, leaders cannot properly prioritize community
projects, increasing potential financial burden. Age,
condition, and repair data should be incorporated to
maximize the inventory’s usefulness.

Our capital asset inventory includes information on
the expected life of assets.

Y/N*

Our community has capital asset information
aggregated in a single location.
Our capital asset information is easily accessible by
both public works and leaders.

Our inventory includes information on the current
condition of assets.
Our inventory has up-to-date information.
Our inventory includes current values.
Our inventory includes potential funding sources for
future projects.
*RPG recommends considering the response “I don’t know” as a no.
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The inventory’s Long-term purpose
Capital asset inventories should inform a capital
improvement plan (CIP). The information on
replacement time frame, maintenance needs, and use of
assets helps leaders recognize future costs. This provides
time to save funds, find multiple funding sources, or
transition to a new, different, or regional use of specific
assets. Information on every asset may not be available,
but identifying what you don’t know can be as valuable
as understanding what you do know—it informs what
you will need to discover to make the best possible CIP
for your community.

Information to Collect
The Government Finance Officer’s Association (GFOA)
recommends that communities maintain 12 data
points to assist leaders in managing existing assets and
planning for future replacement1. The Rural Planning
Group added three additional fields to improve data
collection, aggregation, and reporting. These include:
Classification
Name/Title
Description
Location
Physical Dimensions
Condition
As-Built Document Location
Warranty Location

Maintenance History
Replacement Costs
Revenues
O&M Costs
Capacity vs. Current Use
Current Value
Remaining Useful Life

The survey on the back page of this document lists
these data points and can be used for your own asset
inventory. This survey form corresponds with a tool
developed by the Rural Planning Group that operates
as a quick reference for community leaders. It is
accessible at www.ruralplanning.org/cai. We encourage
communities to use this sheet, change it, or create their
own means of tracking assets existence and condition.
It is okay if your community can’t fill out every piece
of information. Filling out any inventorying tool as
completely as possible will inform leaders of what
information they have and where knowledge gaps exist,
enabling them to do targeted research to complete it.
There are no legal requirements for inventorying capital
assets. The right program is the one that matches your
community’s complexity and capacity. In some cases,
an estimate will serve the purpose of the inventory. The
level of importance of an asset should dictate the level
of care in inventorying the asset (i.e., drinking water is
more important than playground equipment).
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This simplified time line (right) is just one possibility.
Leaders in small communities face unique time
constraints that make sophisticated, technical assessments
difficult. Simplifying the process so that only one or two
assets need review each year will keep the community
from over-obligating itself while ensuring an inventory
exists for each asset type. RPG encourages communities
to mix, match, and alter any system in this booklet to
better match their specific requirements.

How do I go about it?
As with most municipal leadership situations,
how often you conduct a study depends on your
community’s capacity. The five year rotating
schedule outlined below can serve as a starting
point for community leader discussion. In this
schedule, the community commits to reviewing
one of five categories each year.
These five categories2 include:
1. Water, sewer, and storm water systems
2. Roads, culverts, curb, gutter, and sidewalk
3. Community facilities (including
buildings, fairgrounds, etc. under the city’s
jurisdiction)
4. Energy (power poles, power lines,
substations, etc.)
5. Parks and equipment (machinery, etc.)
Communities should create categories that best
match the assets in their community.
Grouping the assets and conducting the
inventory over a five-year rotating schedule
protects the community from over-obligating
itself or making the project so large it
requires total community attention. Rather,
this schedules a reasonable amount of work
annually. The example is illustrated in the Gantt
chart on the right.
When assets are repaired, updated, or replaced,
someone within the city should be responsible
for logging the relevant information about the
repair (i.e., how long the repair should last,
replacement cost, etc.). Similarly, assets that
have aged far beyond their expected useful life
or that have experienced significant trauma
should be examined regularly as the city seeks
out funding for repairs or a replacement.

ACTION

RESPONSIBLE

Water, Sewer, & Storm Water Systems

Councilperson over Water

Roads, Curb, Gutter, Sidewalk

Councilperson over Transportation

Community Facilities

Mayor

Energy (power-poles, power lines, etc.)

Councilperson over Power

Parks & Equipment

Council

Critically Aged Assets

Mayor / Council

Updates after repairs & major changes

City Recorder / Council

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

But what if I don’t KNOW where to get this
information?
Ideally, a community member who works with or has
experience with the asset should complete the inventory. If
no one local can, engineering firms can be contracted to
complete this work. For some assets, thorough research
will be required; for others, information will simply not be
available. Some data points will be an estimate or left blank.
There is still value in creating a centralized database of this
information, even with the unknowns. Identifying what
you don’t know is nearly as important as identifying what
you do. Once complete, make decisions about whether it is
worth the investment to research the gaps.
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Example
Hyde & Seek Park to the right provides a great
example of multiple assets contained within
the same unit—a park. RPG organized the
park into eight components:
1. Tennis courts
2. Playground
3. Pavilion
4. Sidewalk network
5. Sprinkler system
6. Parking lot
7. Bathrooms
8. Basketball court
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How To divide up complex Assets
Some assets consist of smaller assets or components. For
instance, a park may consist of many smaller, diverse
features. Larger grouping makes inventorying easier by
reducing the number of items to track. However, too big of
a grouping makes the information less valuable to leaders.
When deciding what scale to subdivide assets, leaders
must balance the division of assets with the practicality
of collecting the information. Subdivide community-wide
assets (roads, water pipes, electrical lines, etc.) into blocks
or small neighborhoods. Separate complex assets with
multiple components, like parks, into their individual parts
(see example above).
Every community should make this decision based on
their available time and needs. The Rural Planning Group
recommends making this process simple and adapted based
on experience.
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Throughout this process, leaders will experience difficulties
and uncertainties on how to proceed. Each community
should adapt this process and the tool to their own use.

How does this relate to our budget?

After its initial creation, a capital asset inventory does not necessarily
determine how or where funds should be appropriated through the
budgeting process. Rather, the inventory allows leaders to see what
costs will occur soon so leaders can prepare for and prioritize which
repairs, replacements, and new-construction will take priority in the
upcoming funding cycle. Leaders should take into account public
feedback as they consider how to prioritize spending.

Inventorying Process

What do I do with my Inventory?

As communities develop their inventorying process, they
should consider who can help complete the project and
start making sense of the results.

Asset inventories are a tool for capital asset planning. They
make it easy to compare likely repair and replacement time
frames so that leaders can start preparing for when assets
will need servicing or replacement. These plans then turn
into action items, such as: how much to save, what to fix,
what to delay fixing, what to replace, which repairs need
to be coordinated, what to demolish, what to re-purpose,
how much to adjust rates, and how to integrate assets with
regional partners.

Those inventorying the community assets should have a
specific deadline and fill out a similar form for each asset
they inventory.

Determine level
of assets

Determine how small to subdivide assets
(see playground example on page 6). This
can range from the length of a road to
separating a parking lot from a building.

Choose & Train
Inventory team

The individual or inventorying team
should have some knowledge of the assets.
Providing simple training on the purpose
of and process for inventorying will
improve inventory accuracy.

Complete
inventory

Using a similar form, the trained team
should complete the inventory based
on the pre-defined schedule. Some
inventorying may require professional
support.

Put inventory
into database

Once collected, the data needs to be
entered into the database. Major gaps in
data can be considered for more detailed
research.

Report on
findings

Data should be organized and presented to
leadership so they can see the items most
in need of replacement or repair, and so the
city can start considering how to prioritize
use of their funds.

Without using information about asset conditions to
plan for the future, the inventory loses value, just as plans
developed without an accurate inventory will not properly
account for community needs. This document is the first
step to informed capital facility planning. Additional work,
including public outreach, will be necessary to determine
community priorities for creating a plan and committing
funds.
The information collected in the inventory, including the
gaps in information that were found, should be presented
to leadership in a clear and concise manner. An effectice
capital asset inventory will help them as they decide how to
utilize the information in future plans.
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ESTIMATED USEFUL Life
Time in years

3

6

9

12

15

18

21

24

27

30

33

36

39

42

45

48

51

54

57

60

63

66

69+

Vehicles3
Office Equipment3
Roadways (asphalt)4
Building Improvements3
Water Treatment plants4
Bridges (concrete)4
Storm Drains (Concrete)4
Buildings3,4
Underground piping5
Power poles6

The time frames above list a small number of common
capital assets and their estimated useful lives. These
estimates were retrieved from multiple organizations in
multiple states; differences in weather and use patterns
could significantly alter an assets useful life.
For accounting purposes, communities should determine
depreciation rates for their assets based on the best available
information (see right).
These estimated useful lives are presented as a starting place
as communities determine how much time they can expect
each of their capital assets to last. Just because an asset has
reached or surpassed its original useful life does not mean
that the asset must be replaced. Assets typically last longer
than the length of time for which they are bonded, but may
fail earlier. These estimates serve as an indicator that the
community will likely have to repair or replace the asset
soon. Ideally, communities will begin setting aside funds
for repair and replacement as soon as an asset is completed.
As your community conducts its own asset inventory, these
useful life estimates can serve as placeholders for assets that
you have no information about.

The Government Accounting Standards Board (GASB) established
general useful life estimates for the purpose of depreciating assets over
time. Their baseline is valuable when considering how to depreciate an
asset’s value over time, or when considering bonding repayment time
periods.

ASSET CLASS

Estimated Useful Life3

Infrastructure

30

Buildings

50

Building Improvements

20

Vehicles

2-15

Office Equipment

3-15

Computer Equipment

3-15

Most assets should have some information on expected life in the
construction documents. If this information is not available, general
estimates can be collected by contacting other communities with similar
assets and climates. They should have information on when their assets
needed major repairs or replacement.

Asset condition and remaining useful life are very difficult
to ascertain. Engineering firms, the Rural Water Association,
Local Technical Assistance Program (LTAP), and others
can provide assistance in this assessment. We recommend
reaching out to these experts when you are uncertain how to
proceed with a specific asset.

Key to an inventory’s success are employees with
the appropriate knowledge and adequate time
to conduct an inventory. Available personnel
should be considered as a community establishes
an inventorying plan.

Urgent

Eisenhower Time management Model
Not-Important
Important
Crises
Deadlines
Problems

False crises
Disruptions
Most emails

Not-Urgent

1 2

The important-urgent time management
model illustrates four types of activities
leaders spend their time doing:
1.

Box #1 contains projects that are extremely
valuable uses of time. They require urgent
action and are important to the community.
These activities should take highest priority.

2.

Box #2 contains the activities that compete
for our attention because they require urgent
action; however, these are largely ineffective in
advancing community priorities.

3.

Box #3 contains frequently neglected activities.
Planning often falls into this category as leaders
find themselves too busy to adequately plan.

4.

Box #4 contains activities that are not
valuable to the community.

3 4
Relationships
Planning

Busywork
Youtube cat videos

Without information on potential problems, and what future repairs will be
required, leaders get stuck in the urgent, not important box (#2). This results in
leaders spending their time putting out fires rather than shaping the community’s
future through preparation and planning. The important-urgent box (#1)
highlights the value of knowing the current condition of your community’s assets
as you plan for the future: crises can be avoided when communities properly
prepare. RPG recommends leaders use this thought framework as they plan how
they will use their limited time to support their community’s vision and goals.

The important-urgent time management
model illustrates the importance of
knowing your community’s current
position and using that knowledge to
orient your attention to the best uses
of leaders’ time. This is particularly
important for small-town leaders with
limited time for municipal work.
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Condition Assessment Resources
Organization

Description

Location

Utah Local Technical
Assistance Program (LTAP)
(Roadways)

The LTAP program provides technical assistance to communities across the state.
A primary service of the organization is its Transportation Asset Management
System (TAMS). TAMS is a computer program that enables communities to create
and manage a condition assessment of the community’s entire roadway. LTAP also
provides training on roadway maintenance and key skills.

Site:
http://www.utahltap.org/

Rural Planning Group (RPG)
asset inventory spreadsheet
(General)

This spreadsheet is a very simple means of documenting and tracking an asset’s
estimated useful life, completion date, maintenance history, etc. It is not intended to
perfectly measure condition, but rather to assess general information that help leaders
in the prioritization of projects. Often additional assessment from engineering firms
will be required to obtain all necessary information.

Site:
www.ruralplanning.org/cai

Water Environment Research
Foundation (WERF) &
American Water Works
Association (AWWA)
(Water & Sewer)

This instructive guide goes beyond simply tracking assets by laying out strategies
for developing an asset maintenance plan / program. This is an in-depth look at
development of asset assessment procedures for both condition and performance
assessment. It provides a valuable framework for thinking about when and how to
scale-up a community’s water and sewer asset condition assessment.

Site:
https://www.riversideca.gov/pworks/
pdf/masterplan-wastewater/Vol%20
12%20-%20Ch%2002%20-%20
Condition%20Assessment.pdf

*A multitude of additional assessment and cataloging tools and examples are available online. These can and should be referenced for ideas about how best to track and
catalogue your community’s assets.

CONTACTS
Organization

Website

Phone

Email/Web Contact

Assistance

Rural Water Association of Utah
(RWAU)

rwau@rwau.net

(801) 756-5123

http://www.rwau.net/

Water asset condition assessment,
water rate questions, etc.

Utah Local Technical Assistance
Program (LTAP)

utahltap.org

(435) 797-2931

www.utahltap.org/
contact.php

Road training opportunities, TAMS
road assessment software, etc.
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The Rural Planning Group is a program of Housing and Community Development, part of the Utah Department of Workforce Services.

Site Inspection

This sample survey contains intentionally simple questions
an asset surveyor should answer. Additional notes should be
written down that address issues the surveyor may be unable to
assess. Once this survey is completed, the surveyor can enter
the information into a central spreadsheet or database. The Rural
Planning Group provides a downloadable sample spreadsheet on
their website at www.ruralplanning.org/cai.

Surveyor Name

Survey Date

CAPITAL ASSET INVENTORY SURVEY

Classification
¨ Water
¨ Transportation

Asset Name e.g. Hyde & Seek Park playground.

¨ Community Facilities
¨ Energy
¨ Parks & Equipment

Location e.g. 31 N., 22 W.

¨ Other

Description e.g. Playground for the elementary school and community residents.

Physical Dimensions e.g. 300 sq. ft. playground, 1 jungle gym, 4 slides

Condition Description e.g. No broken components as of May 2014 (last check). No complaints from citizens.

Condition Classification
¨ New/Like New
¨ Good
¨ Acceptable
¨ Upkeep/Repairs Suggested
¨ Upkeep/Repairs Required
¨ Replacement Suggested
¨ Replacement Required

Off-Site Research
Original Cost e.g. $35,000 in 2007

Book Value e.g. Estimated $16,000

Replacement Costs e.g. $42,000 per ACME Engineering verbal quote

Operating Cost Information
Debt Service (if any)

Usage Statistics e.g. 230 elementary students, 5 days a week, undetermined community use

Utility Costs
Maintenance

Year Completed e.g. 2007

Original Useful Life e.g. 35 years

Funding Sources e.g. “For the Kids” grant program $15,000
Federal / State
Local
Private
Other

Notes

Remaining Life e.g. 26 years

Other

Avg. Monthly Revenue (if any)

Document Location
(As-Built, Warranty, Maintenance History) e.g. Capital Asset File
cabinet, City Recorder’s Office. Look under “P” for playground

Pl a nning Grou p
801-468-0133
info@ruralplanning.org
Working toward a rural Utah that is self-reliant,
self-determined, and prepared for the future.

